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Introduction
Gimmie an "A", gimmie a "W", gimmie an "L"... what does it spell? Who cares?! This is some of the
hottest teen action anywhere on the web. Watch as dozens of young chicks see if they can make it onto
the the cheerleading team. Whether they succeed or fail, the winner is you!

Adult Review
This site is one of the most exciting and most frustrating of any we have ever seen. The site offers hours and hours of
fantastic material that is exclusively shot for Cheerleader Auditions. The action is intense, the production values are top shelf
and the catalog of files available is gigantic!
  
  The negatives of the site don't appear until you try to watch the videos you have downloaded for the first time. While these
negatives do not take away from the fact that this is excellent smut, they do put obstacles into your enjoyment of the content
where there does not really need to be any.
  
  The site makes use of DRM technology that requires you to login to your account from your media player the first time you
try to watch a file you have downloaded. This allows the site to authenticate your files and makes sure you got them by
joining the site. The problem is that this must be done for each and every file you intend to watch. In some cases scenes are
broken into 13 or 14 parts to make them more dialup friendly... and that means 13 or 14 interruptions to re-enter your login
information before you can watch the next segment of the scene.
  
  The site also grants you access to 13 other linked sites, overall the value for one membership to be getting access to so many
top quality sites and hundreds, if not thousands, of hours of video is outstanding. Were it not for the DRM issues this site
would easily rank in our top 10 overall. With those issues it becomes a site reserved for anyone who wants the best content
and is willing to wade through the login hassles in order to get it.

Porn Summary
A great quality collection of content, with just a few changes to the interface and the way in which the content transmission is
handled this could be a truly amazing candidate for anyone seeking a cheerleader from time to time.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'If they would lose the DRMs we would all CHEER!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 60
Support: 90 Unique: 85    Taste: 80        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
BigTitBangers (62) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $38.80 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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